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Abstract  

Considered to be the best living short story writer, Alice Munro writes about the lives of women. 

Although a contemporary writer, Munro herself says that she has little regard for traditional 

storytelling techniques. Her writings, however, have always been about her roots which sets her 

writings apart.This study explores the Nobel prize winning author's idea of a women’s 

relationship with society and men. The paper is an effort to analyse key themes in Munro's 

writing like the suppressed role of women in patriarchal society and the social, cultural and 

psychological predicament they face at different levels.Most of Munro's stories are based in a 

Canadian town. It's not tough to understandthat the stories carry the reflection of the subjugation 

of women in the Canadian society. The study analyses the female psychology of her narrators 

and characters which make Munro's stories real. Alice Munro reveals the working of cultural 

dominance in Canadain her stories. Images of women’s suffering and oppression in the Canadian 

society is a recurring theme in her stories. The focus of thisstudy in particular arethe short stories 

which showthe superiority of the male members on the female members.Through her interviews 

and early life, the paper also discusses how her idea of sexuality was formed. Other themes and 

ideas, particularly the short story “Lichen”, that the award-winning author regularly uses have 

also been analysed.  
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Introduction  

Alice Munro was inspired by the rural landscape in Ontario, her hometown. Like several 

Canadian authors, she too found value in writing about one's roots and considers herself a 
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regional writer. Her work has gained popularity among readers for several reasons which 

includes her unique style and her way of describing women in her stories. Women characters in 

her stories explore the desperations, confusions and challenges in a women’s life, with specific 

concerns of their love, family and inner world. Munro explores the life of women bound by 

tradition. The relationship between self and society is a very prominent aspect in her writings. 

Her characters explore the tensions between the old rural cultural values and the sense of past 

and respect for family history. 

 

Time and setting  

The reason for Munro’s focus on feminism is worth exploring in order to understand the scope 

and setting of her stories. The 1960s were defined by the upsurge of feminism in the West which 

coincided with Canadian nationalism. Understandably, her writing incorporates the complexities 

and intricacies displayed in women’s relations in her stories. Traditionally Munro is accepted as 

a realist writer of South Western Ontario and a feminist writer who explored intricacies of 

female consciousness. Munro defies categorization and her writings explore the complexity of 

individuals who face a rigid structure of cultural and patriarchal dominance prevailing in the 

Canadian society.  

Her main works include Dance of the Happy Shades(1968), Lives of Girls and Women 

(1971), The Moons of Jupiter (1982), The Progress of Love (1986), Friend of My Youth (1990), 

Open Secrets (1994), The Love of a Good Woman (1998), Runaway (2004), Too Much 

Happiness (2009) and Dear Life (2012).  

 

Impression of Canada and family 

Alice Munro's conventional background played an important role in her focus on the lives of 

Canadians in a rural setting. She grew on the edge of the small town of Wingham in southern 

Ontario where she was also schooled in conventional gender roles. The early days of the writer 

were difficult, especially after her mother was diagnosed with Parkinson's disease. Munro admits 

there was no money to involve in anything other than getting married.Although she declares that 

her husband accepted her role as a writer, she had to write between being a daughter and a wife.  

In her interviews, Munro often tells of her struggles of writing and mentions how she 

often resorted to writing in her laundry room. Munro had also applied for a Canada Council grant 
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and later came to know that her demand was not even taken seriously. In an interview to Graeme 

Gibson she says"in twenty years I've never had a day when I didn't have to think about 

somebody else's needs and this means the writing has to be fitted in around it.I think it's a 

miracle that I've produced anything”. 

Despite several criticisms, her work has gained attention and attracted several readers 

over the years. Only a few would deny Munro’s role in making short-story writing respectable in 

Canada. As a result, a complete generation of short-story writers have been encouraged by her 

example. Munro has often been asked why, as a writer, she prefers short stories over novels since 

novelsare often thought to have more generic prestige.Refusing this line of notion, she says 

thatnovels are a step up from short stories and she further goes on to explain her preferences in 

terms of an instinctive attraction to the compression that the short story requires. 

 

Gender identity 

Munro’s special focus has been on how young girls acquire their gender identities and develop 

an understanding of gender. She explores the concept of gender through a girl child who grows 

up believing the concept of home and family. Here the father and mother are devoted to taking 

care of their children and families are traditional where the roles of fathers and mothers are 

clearly laid out. Therefore, the character is caught amidst the masculinity and femininity and 

confronts the reality of her circumstances in which she is not an equal to a boy child.The girl 

child is inefficient and her feminine qualities are considered to be second to the masculine 

one’s.Children do not have the same facility as adults to assimilate all the morals and ethics of an 

adult society, depending entirely upon what they have understood emotionally as much as 

rationally from their peers and elders. 

 

Character growth 

Munro conceives of an escape for girls who experience injustice. She suggests that, an ideal 

woman figure neither cut shorts her relationship with other women nor joins the father’s naive 

world. Instead, she interacts with women, faces reality, and finally engages in self-analysis about 

her everyday life.Although she focuses on connections among women, Munro never tries to 

show that she solves all gender issues in their lives. Her suggestion revolves around how to live 
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everyday life by transforming her characters into political subjects. According to her, women 

should take the initiative to improve each other’s lives, not just leaving from another’s space.  

Besides, the character growth in her books are shown by the maturation process and the 

recognition of moral and social pressures which can influence the individual.As the individuals 

in her stories grow to understand some of the pitfalls of society, Munro's images sometimes 

become unnatural and almost threatening.  

 

The unique narrative style of Munro 

Munro applies an autobiographical narrative and this is how she makes connections between a 

writer and a reader. The resentment is seen in the guise of the narratives of her female 

protagonists.One could easily notice Munro mapping out in her parallel narrativization of the 

space for self-emancipation derived from the feminist ideology of women's resistance and 

recovery of herself. She constructs in some of her stories the social and sexual mores of the 

emergent feminist world.  

Robert Thacker, a well-known critic of Alice Munro argues that the key to understand her short 

fiction is the fact of herhaving grown up, and of having lived in, and of having left and of having 

remembered and of having returned to and above all having made texts out of Huron County, 

Ontario. Hence the stories have tended to follow the personal and geographical facts of a life, 

many of which were provided by her daughter Sheila Munro in an interesting memoir “Lives of 

mothers and daughters growing up with Alice Munro”. 

Her talent is quite prodigiousand her gifts of intelligence, sensitivity, curiosity and 

imagination in her writing is worth paying heed to. She confirms that her narratives reveal things 

which often confirms the reader's own secret experience or suddenly bring life to something that 

was until then buried just under the surface of consciousness.She fights inner desires and faces 

meaninglessness of reality in day to day life.Munro, throughout has applied life, has lived to 

wonder over and researched life to be shaped into impactful stories which as they conclude 

recreate feelings and understandings. Her stories are therefore real as anything is, both in affect 

and effect. 
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Female psychology in “Lichen” 

As a Canadian writer, Alice Munro exposes the narrow mindedness that the Canadian society has 

imposed on women under the pretext of culture. She shows the debilitating consequences of 

patriarchal definitions of women’s roles and its effects on the mental, emotional and 

psychological sphere of women. Alice Munro’s short story “Lichen” was part of her collection 

“The Progress of Love”,which depicted the theme and thought of considering woman as a sexual 

object, and acommodity under the blind practice of culture and patriarchy.  

The story begins from David’s point of view;“Look what’s happened to Stella” who goes 

on to say “she has turned into a trollop” when he visits his ex-wife, Stella, at her home in the 

company of his newly married wife Catherine. Presumably David still feels an identification with 

his ex-wife, since he knows that they are of the same generation. Catherine who identifies Stella 

as an older woman was not pleasing to him.Stella, who isshocked feels sympathetic for poor 

Catherine who is naïve and unaware about David’snature of enticing young girls and romancing 

with them resulting in marriage and finally leavingthem to find a new one. His nature of using 

woman as a commodity can be noticed when David himself thinks about his new wife 

Catherine’s age. He had thought that she was a little over thirty but to his disappointment she 

was much older.He saw many remnants of girlishness and he loved her fairness and tall fragility. 

She had aged since then and she was older than he thought. On his visit to Stella’s home, he tells 

her, “you know there’s a smell woman get. It’s when they know you don’t want them anymore. 

Stale”. Hence, he considers women as stale things, who should be left after sometime. After 

Catherine, he is sexually aroused towards a young girl named Dina who is just twenty-two and a 

student at the Art College where Catherine works as a teacher. David addresses Dina as “the 

little witch” who has tormented his soul in her love. Stella always notices a sudden change in 

David’s voice whenever he talks about girls in a romantic way. This special voice of his is rather 

high-pitched, monotonous and insistent with a deliberate cruelsweetness. Both the voice and the 

girl are artificial to Stella who is alsoconscious for the existence of women, is compelled to 

think, “Whom does he want to be cruel to?Stella, Catherine, the girl or himself”. 

On the other hand, Catherine, who is deeply in love with her husband David, notices 

hischanging behaviour for her. She realises that her husband is skewing with another woman 

andtells Stella, “love can make you mean. If you feel dependent onsomebody, then you can be 

mean to them. I understand that in David”. Stella wonderson her statement in such a serious and 
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real tone.Through this statement of Catherine’s, Alice Munro presents a common thought of the 

world where the male is considered like a wave which never ends and always rises with a 

newform, enthusiasm and zeal to move forward. Like the waves, David is also zealous for 

thenew girl and Catherine's statement presents that his search will continue till the end of his life. 

David realizes that he is involved with the second kind of love. Real love—that would be 

living with Stella, or taking on Catherine. He is continuously under the desire of having new 

women. Like Stella and Catherine, he also thinks about Dina and describes by saying “in ten 

years’ time, she’ll be a woman tagged by little children.” He knows that sooner or later, if Dina 

allows her disguise to crack, as Catherine did, he will have to move on. He will have to do that 

anyway to move on. David, like others, will go on moving ceaselessly from object to object, 

never finding complete satisfaction and thus to prove the statement of Buchi Emecheta who in 

her novel, The Joys of Motherhood writes, “A woman may be ugly and grow old, but a man is 

never old. He matures with age and is dignified.” 

Alice Munro’s “Baptizing” which appeared in “Lives of Girls and Women”also presents 

the samethoughts about women through the protagonist Del in the Canadian society during the 

1940s. JerryStorey, a close friend and classmate of Del Jordandevelop a liking for each other. 

They love to take walks, watch movies, smoke and drink coffee together.They were described as 

“The Brains Trust” or “The Quiz Kids” among their friends. Del expresses, “I felt in him what 

women feel in men, something so tender, swollen, tyrannical and absurd.Once she visited Jerry 

in his house where she got to meet his mother who wasa widow of a teacher. On her first visit, 

Jerry’smother praises Jerry on him having a high IQ and she mentions of his ambition of doing 

PhD and then joining a post-doctoral programme. However, Jerry’s mother describesabout Del in 

a discriminative way saying “you have a very nice IQ yourself, but you know Jerry’s IQ puts him 

in the top quarter of the top one percent of the population.”Jerry’s mother also goes on to blame 

women for the failure of men’ssuccess and intimates her saying “Jerry could not get married. I 

would not allow it. I have seen thesecases of young men being forced to sacrifice their lives 

because some girls have got pregnant and I don’t think this is right. I don’t agree with it. I never 

did nor do I agree that it’s the boy’sresponsibility and he should end up sacrificing his career.” 

Also, in the absence of Jerry’s mother, they come under the impression of 

sexualintimacies and being attracted, Del asks, “why do you want me?” he replies, “I have never 

seen a real live naked woman.” As they start getting involved in sexual activity a bit more, Jerry 
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hears the sound of his mother’s car stopping outside the gate. Noticing the arrival of his mother, 

Jerry forgets all his romance and at once he pulls Del off the bed and ultimatelypushing her out 

of the room like a uselesscommodity while she was still trying to grab her clothes. He then starts 

rebuking her for doing things in a quick way and without any love and emotion, by pulling and 

pushing her, he leaves her down the back stairs. He then finallybolts the door from outside 

leaving her insidet and then leaves. 

Through this critical situation of Del, Alice Munro presents the phenomenon of women 

who are treated as a sexual commodity for sexual pleasure by men across the globe. She 

describes Del’s thoughts saying, “once I got used to the dark perhaps, I could find the cellar 

windows and try to open one of them, but what good was that going to do me, when I was 

naked? Maybe I could find some old ragged curtain or piece of shelf oil-cloth to wrap myself up 

in, but how would I ever get into my own house? Finally, she somehow manages to come out 

from that dark room and finds Jerry involved ina discussion her with his mother without any 

emotion and concern. At this moment Del realizes a sudden difference in her thoughts for Jerry 

and his mother. She thinks, “If his mother was so modern and knew that none of the girls were 

virgins nowadays, why did I have to be shoved in here?” She also thinks of banging the door 

since that was what he deserved.Thus Del, the protagonist realises thediscrimination prevailing 

in her society and as a strong girl, she openly rebukes Jerry about hisnegative behaviour towards 

her in the presence of his mother. Finally, in the succeeding chapters, Del's attitude of love for 

Jerry changes and her ideology against the patriarchal system inspires her to search for herself 

through other characters. 

 

The Office  

“The Office” appeared in Munro’s short story collection, “Dance of the Happy Shades”, which 

presents how society creates hindrances and obstacles for woman to gain their goal as a 

writer.The protagonist, a female writer, presents other imperfections, and also the difficulties of 

writing for a woman. To achieve her goal, she rents a room, she does this largely because of the 

conflicts she feels between her roles as a “woman” and a “writer”.  

Munro presents a strong sense of identification between the woman and her housewhich 

is contrasting to the different way a man inhabits a house. Here the woman protagonist is shown 

trying to make a space for her art by delineatinghow a woman, is being identified with her house 
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through her social roles as a wife and a mother,roles which she has internalized, and how her 

wish to write is treated in the society. Both the house and the roles confirm that it is not a simple 

thing to wish to be free of; it is a tender trap. The protagonist believesthat separation from the 

house is possible, yet she tries, thereby like Virginia Woolf’s“A Room of One’s Own” (1929), in 

making a place in her life that is only for her.However, soon the calm enjoyment of her office is 

disturbed by the interruption of Mr. Malley, the owner of the office, as he begins telling her 

incidents of his and other peoples’ lives. He describes these things with an intent that this might 

interest the writer who might resort to writing his life story.When she gently refuses to listen to 

him, hebegins to criticize herand her friends through scrawled obscenities and starts drawing 

lewd drawings all over the walls ofher washroom so that he could seduce her sexually.  

As a result ofhis frequent disturbance, she leaves the office and waits for a better 

opportunity to come. Thus, as a woman and a writer she faces the uneasiness of a society which 

presents women as weak objects. At the end, the writer retreats to her home, capitulating to 

social demands (of which she has not yet been able to be free) again to engage with the conflict 

between being a woman and a writer and the struggle to represent herself as a being who can 

combine the tworesumes. 

 

Conclusion  

The story “Lichen” presents the superiority of male members on female members by having 

more than one wife for his sexual and domestic satisfaction. Munro presents it through the 

dominated behaviour of Canadian men who leave their wives one by one to get another by 

rejecting them on the basis of their physical appearance. Alice Munro’s “Baptizing” presents the 

glimpse of 1930s and 1940s where women suffered at every step in their journey of life in the 

Canadian society.  

Through the story “The Office,” Alice Munro not only shows the marginalization and 

oppression of women but also her talent through the misbehaviour of the room owner. Through 

her stories, as a twentieth century-short fiction writer, Alice Munro has expressed the pathetic 

and vulnerable condition of the middle -class domestic sphere.  
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